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About This Game

This game is an interesting puzzle, and its object is to draw a line through checkpoints.
The main difficulty is to plan the route; to make it right, you need to think carefully sometimes.

The further you progress, the harder the levels become, and the challenges are getting more interesting.

This is a great puzzle for a couple of evenings.

Carefully studying the tips of your assistant, you can get valuable tips that will help you in solving problems. And the main tool
for solving them is your wit and ingenuity, good luck on this path.
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Seems a bit off, starts really easy but gets confusing. I am recommending it but with a caveat, this is not a puzzle game for
everyone, can get boring fast.. As a kid, I thought hide and seek had reached it's peak...I was wrong. This is the peak of hide and
seek. Who knew I would be scared for my life as a Jester chased me around a dungeon! Then I thought I had the upper hand as I
stared down a watcher, rendering him useless, then suddenly he let out a terrifying screech and disappeared only to reappear
behind me! What a great game to chill out with your friends on a Friday night. Highly recommended!. Beep Bop Brzzt. The
entire game is basically the beginning part of Fallout: New Vegas.. didnt save when i got off to eat. waste of money. This
franchise has the best jigsaw games on steam.
And I'm going to definitely give it a positive review.
All of these games deserve it. Pixel puzzles are gud.
We can't use custom images: That is disappointing.
But it's the only negative that this great game has.
Everything else is worthy of a nice positive review.. still holds up. I cannot currently recommend this game. At the moment, it
feels like a backwards step from the original nether. Performance is god awful (30 - 45fps on a Ryzen 2600 and Vega 56). The
HUD looks blurry, and the nether are glitched pretty bad.
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My wife and I just couldn't get into this game. I gave it 30 minutes, and it just seems really boring to us. That is just my opinion,
and this seems like a game one might play on a touch screen tablet or phone. I do not see this as a VR central game, but a phone
port. Not bad in VR if you like those sort of games. I just expected something more than that from all the positive reviews..
Good game, but the PC version of Trials Evolution: Gold Edition has a much more refined engine and all the levels of this game
(plus many many more levels on top of that). Pick that up instead.. I truly enjoy this game and it's format. I like to play in an
open world setting and you can play by yourself or with friends! This game allows for all types of gameplay which I find
admirable in a game!. Pretty good, simple RPG. It's hard to really say a whole lot about it. It's a fun way to spend a day.. best
space RTS i have played, still playing from time to time
strongly recommend for anybody who like good game that will give you dosen of game hours. Overall it’s a lot of fun to play…
it’s clearly not meant to be taken seriously so if you really want your show down at the O.K. Corral you may be waiting a bit
longer yet. But if you like the idea of a stylized shootout with a bit of humour and a large dose of fantasy then you could
certainly do worse than this. It’s a pretty decent price as it is but I’m sure there will be a decent discount in a Steam sale at some
point… but if you’ve got a few spare dollars hanging around and you want a bit of fun… give it a go.. Not as advertised.
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